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Editor’s Note. Change of name from ‘RPS Newsletter’ to ‘RPS Review’. This does not suggest a change in
editorial policy of publishing items relating to Rudgwick’s past, present and future and the activities of the
Preservation Society. However, a twice-a-year publication will not, usually, contain a lot of ‘news’. That comes
throughout the year for most members via their emails, the website and our Facebook pages. So, a change of
name but a continuation of what the committee hope is an interesting selection of writings of relevance to our
members. Doug Betts

Chairman’s Review
Roger Nash

This comes with the best wishes of
the committee for a post-lockdown,
post-vaccination, life. We hope you
have weathered the winter and can
come out of hibernation, soon to
smell the roses and enjoy each
other’s company again. Fingers
crossed. If you have had a difficult
time over the last 12 months, we
especially wish you well.
It will still not be possible to gather for
an AGM in late April. We will conduct
it as best we can by email and ask
those of you who do not use email to
allow us to do so. We will circulate
the accounts and the names of those
standing for the committee to
everyone.
We hope to be able to have our walks
this year… I cannot believe I have
written that! We shall see. As I write it
is late February. May is a long way
ahead. We will keep you informed.
How we need these walks, for social
as well as fitness reasons.
One walk, or trail, we are proud to
present to the world (well, it is

available to tourists), is “Rudgwick, a
High Point in the Low Weald”.

by HDC with the National Lottery.
Why not get out this summer and try
as many of the others as you wish?
They are available from me, or you
can download any of them from
https://horshammuseum.org/learn/her
itage-trails. As places open, there will
be other outlets.
I will provide a fuller report for the
AGM, so I am confining this to a few
points. Thank you to those who have
paid membership subs recently. A
number of you had got behind with
the hiatus of 2020. If you have still to
pay, please do so as soon as
possible. See the bottom of the back
page.
In This Edition:

Many of you will know the route so
well, but along with 19 other HDC
trails it has been a successful venture
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Chairman’s Review

(contd.)

Roger Nash

We always have planning issues, but this year you cannot
fail to have learnt of the oddest, but threatening and looming,
likelihood of an application by Loxwood Clay Pits Ltd for a
development in the heart of the much walked and biodiverse
woodland which divides (no, joins!) Loxwood and Rudgwick.
This is so wrong on so many levels. We can and will make it
clear to WSCC just how wrong. Meanwhile, two other
developments in Rudgwick are reaching their conclusion:
Barleycroft in Windacres Farm Lane, and the infilling of
Rudgwick Brickworks. I would like to remind readers that we
did not oppose these, and that we have been represented on
the forums to maintain a watching brief on both. Of course,
there have been issues along the way, but we are satisfied
that the results are, arguably, good for Rudgwick. It remains
now to encourage you all to vote when our Neighbourhood
Plan reaches referendum stage this summer, to help protect
us from worse fates.

Dr Annabelle Hughes 1941-2020
Roger Nash

© Toby Phillips

A small number of you may have met Annabelle, who died in
November. She came to talk to RPS in 1997. Over many
years, she was Horsham’s investigator-in-chief for timberframed houses and their occupants. She had an
inauspicious start to life in Malaya, evacuated to Australia,
whilst her father endured hardships in Changi prison,
Singapore. She saw England for the first time aged 11,
eventually qualifying as a teacher. She came to Horsham
with her husband when he became a head of a department
at the High School. A degree at the Open University
followed. Her husband died of cancer, leaving her with four
children under 17. With her degree in history, she joined the
Wealden Buildings Study Group (as did our own Diana
Chatwin). Annabelle went on to get a PhD in timber-framed
buildings studying 150 buildings in and around Horsham.
Several books followed, which some of you may have seen.
She spent nearly 50 years with our big sibling, the Horsham
Society, in many roles. She has left a legacy of copious and
immaculately presented notes behind for future
development. Diana was able to learn much from Annabelle
in her own work on a mere 90-100 houses in Rudgwick.
Annabelle’s work extended to Rudgwick, but she largely left
it to Diana. I have her comprehensive account of the
development and occupants of Bury St Austen’s in
Rudgwick, which informed me for my article written in this
issue about Berrylands, its old name.
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Livestock

Malcolm Francis

It is a pity that in recent years there have been
several accounts of people being injured or killed
when being attacked by cattle. One never knows
whether such incidents have involved a dog not being
under control by its owner. I have done a little
research and the results are surprising. The Health
and Safety Executive (HSE) has published its
investigations about incidents involving members of
the public and cattle. It stated that members of the
public are rarely killed by cattle. The survey
published was for years between 2015 -2016 and
2019 -2020 when it investigated 142 incidents, only
22 of them resulted in a death and the majority
related to people who worked with cattle. Members of
the public accounted for only four of those deaths. It
added that it had investigated 65 non-fatal incidents
involving cattle and members of the public over the
same period.
I am very impressed how our local farmers, the
Harrisons, put notices up for walkers to see on
various footpaths, so that everybody is informed
about cattle that they might see. I was recently
walking on the Border path at the back of the former
brickyard. The notice displayed said that the Friesian
cattle might be inquisitive as one walked past. Most
of the herd were in the newly reclaimed field where
the first part of the earth refilling of the old clay pits
had been finished. Sure enough the young cattle
came across to the fence to look at me. I then noticed
that one of the cows had a large piece of black thick
polythene stuck on its teeth, it looked like a giant
tongue. The cow was so close to the fence that I
thought I would have a chance of snatching the
plastic off, but suddenly off the cow trotted. I
managed to see its ear tag number, doubled back to
the information notice and rang the contact number
and informed a member of staff of the problem. I was
thanked. He said they were on their way to catch the
cow; another very good reason to have a mobile
phone handy when walking on Rudgwick’s many
footpaths.
One of our committee members, Vanessa Lowndes,
recalled that quite a few years ago her husband, with
their sons, took the family dog for a walk down in a
woodland hangar quite close to their house in Church
Street. Here is her account of that walk that didn’t
end well; of course this was years before mobile
phones;
“Father jumped stream and broke ankle. Dog,
followed by 6 year old, came back to get help. Kind
neighbours managed to haul him back, dog too
enthusiastic and had to be shut away!”
One of the problems with keeping livestock is that
farmers seem to have a constant battle keeping their
animals from escaping. Cows are just very strong
animals and often will find a weak spot in fencing that
appears to be adequate. I can remember seeing
some cattle close to their point of escape in the field
close to Hornshill crossroads on the A 281. I had a
guess that they most likely belonged to the Bargmans
at Canfields, so gave them a quick call, and sure
enough they were the owners who soon rushed up to

Livestock (contd.)
strengthen the fence. Sheep have one aim in life, to
escape. I have a childhood memory of setting out from
Rudgwick station on a primary school trip to
Portsmouth. We had to stop just after Slinfold station as
there was a flock of sheep on the line. The guard and
fireman managed to drive them down the embankment.
Not quite a “ cow on the line” but just as exciting to us
youngsters….
My farming relation Bert Hill used to over-winter a flock
of sheep on part of Baynards estate. I understand that
the flocks often came from the Romney marshes to the
better grazing of Sussex. Bert had two sheep dogs to
control the visiting sheep though the amazing skills that
one saw on the television show “One Man and his Dog ”
were often lacking. The Collie sheep dog was quite
good at collecting the errant sheep, whereas the
Collie/cross dog was only skilled in dispersing them a
few moments later. If the flock of sheep had been a
television set, it was rather like using the wrong
controller. The Collie/cross was eventually retired from
his sheep dog work and demoted to being the farm
guard dog, I always felt sorry for that dog. The winter
months in the 60s were very much colder than our
winters nowadays, often with hard frosts and ice on
water puddles even before the sun slipped below the
western trees. One always envied the sheep with their
thick coats.
It was in one of those hard winters that I had a phone
call from Bert who was very concerned about some
unwelcome “ livestock”. The temperature had remained
below freezing for quite a few days and he had
discovered that he had forgotten to empty the remains
of the grain in the tanks of his combine harvester. The
machine was sheltered in an old Second World War
Nissen hut which did not give it too much protection
from the bitter easterly wind. He was very concerned as
his combine harvester was teeming with rats. They had
taken up residence in the many pipes and augers and
had a nasty habit of eating through belts and electrical
wiring. The other problem was that the engine’s coolant
liquid was frozen solid (even though it was filled with the
correct antifreeze). Bert had installed an old electric fire,
that consisted of glowing red elements that was quite
exposed, and lethal, the day before, to warm the
engine. We connected a tractor and a Landrover’s
batteries, with of course massive “jump start” cables, to
help the harvester’s quite flat battery. Next one had to
use an aerosol container called Easy Start, which is an
ether compound, and spray it into the large air intakes
to the engine (a vital addition to every farmer’s tool kit).
Finally the large beast sprang into life with clouds of
black diesel smoke. It was my job to take the harvester
out into a field and empty the tanks. It really was a
killing field as dozens of rats tried to escape, but were
killed instantly by Bert’s Jack Russell dogs, as the grain
augers dispersed the spoilt grain across the hard as iron
stubble field. One used to see a similar sight when I was
younger and local farmers still used reaper binders. The
standing wheat was often cut in a circle, from the field’s
headland; gradually there was just an island of standing
wheat in the centre of the field. In this island there were
always a few rabbits trapped, and again they were the
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victims of the ever watchful terriers, or a lad with a
shotgun.
One final little story involving livestock. Nicola and I
some years ago were staying in Somerset whiling away
the afternoon as we were going to a Rock Concert that
evening (our daughter had given us some tickets as a
surprise). We explored the little village of South
Cadbury and its beautiful church. I wanted to have a
look at Cadbury Castle which is a magnificent earth
work with connections to the legends of King Arthur, (we
have a family joke, no it was not made from chocolate).
Nicola decided not to climb but wait in our car in some
welcome shade. I hurried up the very steep slope, and
said hello to a chap walking down with a little spaniel on
a lead. I noticed a farmer on the plateau area of the
earthworks driving his tractor with young son aboard,
topping all the thistles growing within the grass sward.
He gave me a friendly wave as I walked past a large
herd of cattle, who were quite friendly and inquisitive,
towards the trig point, of course located at the highest
point. The view across towards Glastonbury Tor was
magnificent. I noticed a lady at the trig point so
deliberately slowed my progress so as not to intrude. I
realised that she was looking back towards the edge of
the earthworks in different directions, as though she
was lost. Finally she called out to me and enquired if
there was another footpath to exit from that point. She
then said she had lost her husband. I replied that I had
seen a gentlemen with a dog as I started my climb.
heading for a car. I could sense she was furious as she
accompanied me back across the field to where her
husband had re appeared….his defence to his wife was;
“I wasn’t going to go anywhere near those cows again!”
I knew it was time to discreetly hurry back to where
Nicola was waiting.

Lest we forget our winter in the spring!
© Doug Betts
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Planning Matters
Unfortunately the timing of this article is such that a
number of key steps in both the Rudgwick
Neighbourhood Plan, and the Horsham District Local
Plan review are imminent, but not yet known. I will
therefore have to speculate somewhat as to their
outcome, and hopefully not be too wide of the mark!
Our Neighbourhood Plan is now with an Independent
Examiner to determine if it meets the basic conditions
and other requirements set out by law. In essence, this
means that the examiner will be considering whether the
plan:
• has regard to national policy;
·

contributes to the achievement of sustainable development;

·

is in general conformity with the adopted strategic
local policies for the local area;

•

meets human rights requirements.

The Rudgwick Parish Council (RPC) has already
responded to a list of questions from the examiner, and
so the expected next step should be receipt of his report
together with his proposed modifications of the plan to
make it compliant. Hopefully these ‘mods’ will not be too
wide-ranging meaning that the RPC will be able to agree
them (actually they won’t have much choice, as the
alternative will be to withdraw the plan!). HDC will then
issue a formal decision letter and publicise it (Regulation
18 publicity), thereby finally confirming acceptance of the
(inevitably) modified plan. Arrangements for a ‘parish
referendum’ can then be made. A simple majority of
those who vote will bring the plan into force.
Thereafter, local planning authorities and planning
inspectors considering planning applications or appeals
must then make their decisions in accordance with the
policies of the Horsham Local Plan and our
Neighbourhood Plan, unless material considerations
indicate otherwise.
For the latest information please refer to the
Neighbourhood Plan page of the RPC website. This links
to the HDC website where you can see the Regulation 16
(final) consultation responses, all of which have been
passed to the examiner for consideration
Stop Press: On 5th March the draft report from the
Examiner was sent to the Parish Council for ‘fact
checking’. So, if the process runs smoothly from this
point, it is just possible that our Neighbourhood Plan
Referendum could then take place on Thursday 6th May,
concurrent with both the WSCC and Police
Commissioner elections already scheduled for that date.
Turning to the review of Horsham’s Local Plan, this
has been further delayed and the earliest we now expect
to see the awaited Regulation 19 version (the proposed
submission version) is at the very end of March.
However, this is more likely to be in April after Easter but
then the aforementioned local elections could get in the
way, so it might have to be deferred to later in May.
Once published this will have to come before a Full
Horsham District Council meeting in order to approve its
publication for consultation. Given the controversies over
a number of the proposed strategic sites (fortunately
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none in our parish!), we can expect some fireworks at
that meeting.
Nevertheless, from Rudgwick’s viewpoint we will be
anxiously looking to see what development sites HDC is
intending to allocate in our parish. We already know that
two ‘passed’ the initial site assessment criteria and
therefore may get allocated. These are SA442, a 2.2Ha
site, north of Furze Road and SA574, a 4.9Ha site, north
of the A281 in Bucks Green. However there may well be
some additional sites that have either been reconsidered
following the Spring 2020 Regulation 18 consultation
input or, new sites promoted to HDC since then, but not
yet in the public domain.
The other main concern for Rudgwick will be changes to
the defined built-up-area-boundaries (BUAB). Remember
that BUAB provide helpful protection against
development in the wider countryside, as any application
site outside of a BUAB is classified as ‘in the
countryside’, so generally only permitted if allocated in a
plan (with just a few exceptions). Fortunately the much
earlier consultation on boundaries seems to have kicked
into touch the outrageous proposal to extend the BUAB
into the top end of Lynwick Street; originally justified by
describing it as ‘urban’! However we still have the illogical
proposal to incorporate all of Cox Green, up to the Surrey
boundary, into the BUAB; the current extent stops at
Oakfield/Pilgrims Rest. If this were extended it would
encourage proposals for infill, affecting the transition to
and views of the open Surrey countryside, classified as
an Area of Great Landscape Value (AGLV). Also, it could
encourage further unwanted speculative green-field
development proposals just across the county boundary,
by moving the BUAB closer to them. Many residents, the
RPC and RPS objected to this, so we can only hope that
the proposal has since been dropped.
The Government has certainly received a rap over the
knuckles regarding its proposed changes to the planning
system (consultation closed 1st October 2020). I have
never seen such an overwhelming NO to such a
consultation. This involved the so-called ‘mutant
algorithm’ for calculating housing numbers which would
have increased (from 1st April 2021) the minimum annual
number for Horsham District from 920 to 1715, with
housing to assist other areas outside of the district
(known as DtC – Duty to Co-Operate) still to be added!
These proposals were unbelievably naïve and
incompetent, and taking credit for listening &
subsequently abandoning them, should not detract from
the abject ineptitude of the Housing Ministry in putting
them forward in the first place.
But remember that the ‘un-mutated’ algorithm is still
highly damaging to Horsham district. It will force
Horsham’s annual housing need from its current 650 to
920. It does this by sensibly & objectively calculating
Horsham’s underlying need (excluding DtC) as 592
homes, but then whacks on an arbitrary further 328
(55%) as ‘over-provision’ to address market affordability.
Since when were Developers known to increase supply
above market need to drive prices down?
And, beyond that, there is still the DtC to add, which is
currently 150 homes per year to assist Crawley meet it
housing requirement. So, even if that optimistically
remains unaltered, Horsham is looking at an overall

Planning Matters (contd.)
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minimum increase from 800 to 1070, an increase of over
a third. This represents the repeat building every year,
for at least another 15 years, of the same amount of
homes as in the massive (Countryside) development at
Broadbridge Heath. Wow!
The other damaging government proposal to raise the
site threshold for provision of Affordable Homes (AH)
from 10 to 50 has also been kicked into the long grass
i.e. it will be looked at with the longer term White Paper
planning proposals. If this proposal had gone ahead then
Rudgwick Parish would have had most of its supply of
AH cut off, with the only beneficiary being Developers
taking increased profit margins. This is yet another
absolutely outrageous proposal that should surely never
have seen light of day.
None of this bodes well for the emerging planning
proposals under the White Paper (published August
2020) which have been roundly criticised for side-lining
local input and continuing the trend of further
empowerment of Developers over the community. Much
more on this subject to follow!

Rudgwick and Rudge – Rowhook
Reviewed
Roger Nash
This is a piece of family history set in the north east
corner of the parish at Ridge Farm, a farmhouse pulled
down in the 1950s, and now a motley collection of old
farm buildings converted to an industrial estate, a blot on
the landscape. It was once home to my great
grandfather. Rowhook is a scattered community from the
Surrey border to the A281, centred on The Chequers
Inn, and extending into Warnham and Slinfold. Ridge
Farm is just across the road from Honeywood Nursing
Home.
To understand Rowhook, one must first understand the
manor of Dedisham (Detsum in old Sussex dialect).
Dedisham, near the Arun in Slinfold, is now a Harrison
farm, but its manor extended to the Surrey boundary,
making Rudge (the older spelling) its furthest north
outpost. There were 3 medieval parks in the manor, one
south of Dedisham, two to the north. Each farm has a
documented history of copyhold tenure (two copies of
the tenancy agreement were made, one held by the
often-illiterate tenant, the other by the manor).
Ridge, or Rudge, is almost certainly from the surname
Rudge. There are numerous Rudge or Ridge
copyholders mentioned in the records: in the 17th
century, Napper, Bennett, Stenning, Blackwell, Cooper,
Worsfold, and in the 18th, Antill, Edwards, Bourne. In the
quaint language of the court, the farmer “surrendered”
his copyhold to the lord, who then “admitted” another.
There was a cottage called Blacks in what is now a wood
between Ridge and another called Ockleys. In about
1990, before I came to live in Rudgwick, we walked past
this derelict house and had a bit of a nose around
(without a camera!). The next time I looked it had been
totally removed, not a brick. Blacks was where farm
workers lived when my family were at Ridge.
Bear with me, I have five John Nashes in my ancestry!
John Nash (born 1747, whom I shall call John 1) married
Sarah Potter. He was the first to farm in Rowhook. They
married in her Surrey parish of Ockley, John described
as “of Warnham”. Sarah, I think, was born in Slinfold.

Rudgwick and Rudge - Rowhook
Reviewed (contd.)
Roger Nash
This is complicated because they were General Baptists,
who worshipped at the historic chapel in Worthing Road
Horsham (now Unitarian), the records of which are
patchy. I have recently traced his ancestry back to a
John Nash, son of John, born in Horsham in 1649. There
was a Hugh in between. Hugh was born in Crawley but
farmed in Warnham on the Bysshe Shelley estate.
Shelley wrote “Old Hugh Nash my late tenant now a
labourer in the highways can give my son a good
account of the farm”, the farm being one called Fowlers,
or Old Denne. He was John 1’s father.
John 1’s arrival in Rudgwick is not documented but he
was here at the start of Land Tax records in 1780. He
was tenant of Berrylands (now Bury St Austen’s), living
probably in the old farmhouse while William Churchman
the proprietor lived in his new house higher up the hill.
Churchman, as copyholder, will have sub-let to Nash,
who also had Rudge on the same basis from Thomas
Moore. When did John 1 arrive in Rudgwick? A tricky
one. Seven children were baptised together in the
Horsham Baptist chapel, but no location given. However,
I recently solved a mystery “brick wall”. John 2, my 5x
great grandfather, “escaped” to join the army in the
Napoleonic Wars. In his pension record he gave his
place of birth as “Ridgwick”. Bingo! His father was
farming here in 1774, the year of his birth. By 1787, John
Nash 1, now 40, (by then admitted as copyholder of
Rudge) was farming Millfields as well, 330 acres in all.
There were now 12 children to support, the eldest two
boys just old enough to work with him. For a while he
also took on Waterlands in Slinfold and Dewest Ryde,
next door to Rudge in Ewhurst.
In 1808, it may have become too much, as John 1, now
in his 60s, gave up Berrylands, the biggest of the farms.
In his “retirement” from farming, John 1 (who attended
Vestry meetings) and Sarah took in children in need of
parish relief, Michael Garman in 1818, William Batchelor,
Hannah Hoare and Elizabeth Jenkins in 1819, for which
they received small sums. He kept the other farms up to
his death in 1820, when Sarah was admitted, with two
sons, Hugh and Joseph, running the farms for her. She
had to pay the court a “heriot” of two horses for the
copyhold. In 1825, Sarah gave up Millfields to Samuel
Dendy, a maltster from Dorking. In 1836, she died, aged
85, the sons surrendering Rudge to Emily Marshall, the
daughter of a timber merchant active in Rudgwick, heriot
this time an ox. John 2 left the army in 1814 as a
Sergeant, the war over, and a Chelsea Pensioner, but
chose to go to live in Newdigate, with a second wife,
where he had relatives.
In plain sight, however, was John Nash 3, son of soldier
John 2, and grandson of recently deceased John 1 and
Sarah. John 3 was born in St Marylebone, London, and
was for a long time the “brick wall”. In the past year, with
more time on my hands, further research has proved his
connections. Soldier John 2 had married in London and
had a family in between his tours to fight the French (he
was taken prisoner in Calais for a while). John 3 was his
son, my 2x great grandfather, born in 1800. He first pops
up at Ridge Farm (as was now called) in the 1841
census, tenant of Emily Marshall. In 1824, he had
married Sarah Shrub from Baynards at Rudgwick, so
had lived in Rudgwick almost all his adult life. He
remained here farming until 1878. During his years at
Ridge, he became a constant member of the Vestry
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1852-1874, appearing in the minutes for all sorts of
reasons, becoming at one point an overseer of poor
rates. The General Baptist denomination had long since
gone into abeyance, so all his children were baptised at
Holy Trinity (and his grandparents buried there). Another
of his sons was baptised as John 4 (of course!) but sadly
he was born deaf and dumb, working on farms all his life,
but, as you can imagine, unmarried. John 3 and Sarah
lived at Little Millfields, Rowhook whilst his grandmother
was alive – a daughter Sarah was born there in 1834
according to the baptismal register.
When the tithe map details were drawn up in 1840, John
Nash 3 had Ridge, Henry Dendy had Millfields. He sold
to James Bravery in 1841 and emigrated to Melbourne
with some of his farm workers
https://tomelbourne.com.au/tragic-story-henry-dendyfounder-brighton/. In 1856, Millfields’ copyhold was
surrendered to John Hack, “landowner”, whose wife
Madelina was born in Canada. Hack rebuilt the
farmhouse by 1860, the first stirrings of gentrification in
Rowhook, but left in 1868, passing the new house and
farm on to Timothy Coleman Johnson, a London property
speculator and owner of two London pubs.
Meanwhile, in 1870, George, one of John 3 and Sarah’s
13 children, married Betsy Sayers. They made a home at
Hedgecocks Farm, just
across the road from Ridge,
better known today as
Honeywood House, the
nursing home, the old
farmhouse long since
removed. George and Betsy
are my great grandparents,
the first in the family whose
photo I have (left).
George was already “farm
steward” in 1871, almost
certainly for Johnson. In 1872
George was prosecuted for a
fight at The Chequers, but by
the end of the case it was his
adversary, another farmer from Berrylands, who was
fined.
By 1876, the end of an era was in sight. Emily Marshall
(now Fairclough) offered Rudge, with Dewest Ryde and
Hedgecocks, for sale, John Nash, described as a yearly
tenant of Rudge, was under notice to quit at Michaelmas
next. Her estate was 675 acres in Rudgwick and Surrey.
Given Ridge Farm was demolished in the 1950s, and
Hedgecocks by 1880, it was a gem to read the
auctioneer’s words: Ridge, a “Farm House containing
sitting room, kitchen, wash-house, dairy, pantry, and 5
bedrooms, 2 Cottages let in 3 tenements, the
Outbuildings comprising barns, stables, cattle sheds,
lewins, wagon lodge, granary, and piggeries, the area
being 101 acres 3 rods 14 perches”. Hedgecocks: “a
small brick and noggin-built and Horsham slate and tileroofed Farm House, and Agricultural Buildings consisting
of barn, capital stabling, cattle sheds, cart lodges,
granary, and lewins, the area being 228 acres 2 rods 25
perches”. Johnson bought Rudge, and immediately reemployed Nash as his bailiff. William Renton bought
Hedgecocks, and immediately set about replacing the
farm with a fine new house for his new wife (a daughter
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of Rudgwick’s vicar). In 1878, George and Betsy
embarrassingly had my grandfather baptised Timothy
Coleman George Johnson Nash. Unsurprisingly, he was
named George by everyone! Had his father been to The
Chequers again? George and Betsy moved back to
Ridge. John 3 and Sarah, now very elderly, moved to
Hoopwick Farm in Ellens Green with several unmarried
grown-up children, including John 4. He died there in
1881, Sarah in Cox Green in 1885.
Land tax records for 1881 list Johnson as owner of
Ridge, Ockleys, Millfields and Stringersland (next to The
Chequers), all farmed by George Nash, but in 1882
Johnson died. His will was something of a hornet’s nest
as it revealed Johnson was not married to his “wife”,
Elizabeth Blake, wife of Henry Blake. The will passed all
his land and property to John Robert Halcrow, and his
“heirs of my blood” – Halcrow had married Mary Sly,
Johnson’s sister in 1863. The will was disputed in
Chancery. Dedisham manor admitted Elizabeth Blake to
Ridge and Millfields in 1884 suggesting she got her
inheritance, but later land tax lists name JR Halcrow as
proprietor. The will gave her a life interest to remain in
Millfields House, but the court ruled she had to release
this to Halcrow in 1885. Halcrow retired from his work as
a locksmith in London but may never have set foot in
Rudgwick.
My great grandfather and his family remained at Ridge as
Halcrow’s bailiff until 1888; grandfather George attended
school in Ellens Green. In 1888, all their household
effects and farm livestock and dead stock were sold. The
Nashes finally moved on from Rudgwick to pastures new.
Halcrow let Ridge to William Muggeridge from Warnham.
Muggeridge descendants still live and farm locally in
Surrey. Readers can now see what has made the author
so interested in Rudgwick’s history! I am glad he did not
go to Australia.

Ridge Farm 2020

Lane joining Ridge
and Millfields

Pond near
Blacks site

A little medieval adjunct to the
Rudge story
Roger Nash
In 1321 “Alan atte Rugge presented at
the extent and custumal of the manor of
Detsum. Alan atte Rugge holds 1
messuage and 1 virgate of land by
service of 13s 10d: paying on St.
Thomas’s Day 19d, at Lady Day 5s 1d,
at Midsummer 19d, and at Michaelmas
5s 7d, and he renders at Christmas 2
hens worth 1½d each, and he must
plough for sowing wheat or at the Lent
sowing 2½ acres or he shall give to the
lord 12½d, and he must mow 6 acres of
meadow in the meadow of le Lazewisse
or he shall give to the lord 2s, and he
must make and cock the same in the
meadow with his parcener (partners)
and carry the same to the grange with
his parcenars. And he must cart dung
from the stable and byre with his
parcenars until boonworks (seasonal
work) are done or he shall give 12d,
and he can pasture his oxen on the
lord’s pasture while he is carting. And
he must do packing service at the will
of the lord within the county and he
shall have nothing from the lord. And if
he does packing service to London or
elsewhere outside the county he shall
have of the lord his food and
maintenance for his packhorse. And if
his horse dies by the road from too
much weight, he shall have from the
lord 5s; and he shall give aid and
merchet (a fine or tax paid when his
daughter marries).” How evocative of
medieval England!

Woodmen

Malcolm Francis

My wife Nicola’s great uncle Charley
Tate was Rudgwick “born and bred”.
He was a professional singer and
sang in St Paul’s Cathedral choir, in
London for many years. (He actually
sang at three Coronations, according
to his notes, quite a record). In his
later years he used to love walking
all of the parish footpaths and often
note any problems caused by
landowners, etc. This was back in
the late ‘50s and early ‘60s when
there were great changes to the
countryside and agriculture itself.
Nicola often went for quite
substantial walks with Charley and
remembers seeing a threshing
machine working at Swaynes farm
(even though at that time most
farmers had some form of combine
harvester). We have found recently a
good quality photo of Nicola and her
mother sitting close to one of the
farm’s wagons laden with straw.

Woodmen (contd.)

Malcolm Francis

In looking at the photo it appears that the wagon was in a very good state of
repair as one can see gloss paint on its spokes. Nicola recalls that at the
same farm she has an early memory of two employees using a saw pit. The
saw pit was the very hard and unpleasant way of sawing timber into planks. A
two-man saw would be used with one man standing in the pit and getting all
the saw dust whilst the other man would be above, having the best position.
Naturally all plank production has been by
circular saws powered by steam or
internal combustion engines for many
generations but it was rare to see one still
in operation at a local farm. There is a
good example of this old technique at the
Sawpit
Weald and Downland museum at
© Weald &
Downland
Singleton.
Museum
I can remember as a young lad watching,
near my grandparent’s house in Dunsfold,
two men felling a large elm tree. The time
was not that long before the appearance of chainsaws, but definitely before
“Health and Safety” regulations. The men operated in synchronisation with two
large axes as they chopped out a large wedge from the trunk, one right
handed and the other left handed. Then they manned a very large crosscut
saw again working in synchronisation. I watched the whole operation from not
many feet away!
There was a lot of mature timber felled on Greathouse farm in Rudgwick back
in the late ‘50s. My parents’ house backed onto that farm so as a young
teenager I had a good view of the timber men handling the heavy tree trunks.
A large Fordson Major tractor and winch were used to pull the trunks from the
dense woodland.
The photo is of a Fordson Major E27N. with a
winch attached that is capable of of pulling ten
tons! This particular tractor has been restored by
a company in Liskeard in Cornwall and has a
factory fitted Perkins P6 diesel engine; they
kindly allowed us to use this photograph. One
forgets that earlier agricultural tractors ran on
TVO (tractor vaporising oil) or petrol. A diesel
engine produces a lot more torque.

I must stress this is before the advent of modern hydraulic equipment that is
designed to lift tree trunks, at the touch of a button. In those days the winch
“was king”. The felled tree trunk was towed to a position parallel to a large
truck, made of steel girders, that had two very large timber planks placed to
form a ramp. The heavily built truck had large girders set in a vertical position
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The Jenkins Family in Rudgwick
[part 6]

opposite the wooden ramp. The steel hawser from the
tractor winch was then wound around the girth of the trunk
and then back over the trunk to the other side of the
timber truck where the tractor was “sprogged “ into the
ground. Sprogs were large steel extension teeth that were
lowered into the ground to lock the tractor in place when
the task of loading the tree trunks was in progress. This
elegant weaving of a strong steel cable produced, in
mechanical parlance, a reduction gear. Let me explain:
the cable‘s path around the log acts the same as a pulley
does on a classic “block and tackle” hoist; the cable will
move twice as far as the rolling tree trunk’s progress up
the timber ramp but it will have twice the pulling power to
move the trunk. It was a very elegant display of
mechanical engineering. The fascinating thing to me was
that some years later I was talking to a very distant
relation who lived at Millfields farm in Rowhook. He had
been for many years a timber haulier; he showed me a set
of very old black and white photos. They showed the
same techniques being used except that then the motive
power was of course teams of cart horses. One can see
how timber hauliers must have been very skilled operators
in such a dangerous environment. I had great difficulty in
sourcing a contemporary photograph of a British Fordson
Major with a winching drum and cables attached. The
tractor usually had some type of cab or cage around the
driver as if a hawser cable snapped it could easily kill the
driver. One trick that was used was to add old tyres at
regular intervals along the cable to alleviate this risk.
We are so used these days to seeing very powerful
chainsaws and hydraulic lifting equipment making short
work of extremely heavy trees; spare a thought for the old
timber men…

Sawpit

Site of a local sawpit,1875 map
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Doug Betts

In the last issue we had reached, temporarily, the third
generation of ‘Jesses’ in the Jenkins clan and started
looking at the children of Jesse 3 (born 1703) and his wife
Joan Napper, who married in St Martha’s on the Hill in
1732. I will be returning later to Jesse 3’s brothers
Richard, Thomas and George and sister Frances, who
were born in Alfold but who were very much part of
Rudgwick’s history. First, something of a digression where
the Jenkins name may sometimes disappear but not the
Jenkins family history. This, however, is where the Jenkins
story becomes a little complicated (as if it hadn’t before!)
Mary Jenkins (born 1733), daughter of Jesse 3 and Joan,
married Daniel Haler in Holy Trinity church, Rudgwick, on
5 May 1759. A cousin, Frank Jenkins (who we met in the
first chapter of the Jenkins story, Autumn Newsletter
2018) was a witness. Daniel Haler (the spelling of the
family name varies over time in the records, as you may
notice), born 1734/35 [old calendar, when the year began
on 25 March], came from Billingshurst originally. The
couple had six known children between 1761 and 1770,
all born in Rudgwick. At least two and probably others,
died young. Tracing the development of this part of the
family has been difficult, but they were all baptised in
Rudgwick, though living ‘over the border’ in Ewhurst
(probably the Cox Green end.as it was then). The first
known child, Mary Haler, was born in 1761. Her sister
Sarah Haler was baptised on 3 July 1763 and buried in
Rudgwick on 9 October 1764. Oddly, her sister, also
Sarah Haler, was baptised on 22 January 1764, that is,
several months before her sister died; I can find no
explanation for this: possibly the first Sarah was poorly
and certain to die? Again, I have found nothing more
about the second Sarah. A son Daniel was born in 1765; I
have found no burial date but his brother Daniel was born
in 1768, apparently indicating that the first Daniel died
between 1765 and 1768. His sister Elizabeth was born in
1770.
Except for the second Daniel further records of these
children are scarce, but Daniel Haler (b.1768), married
his cousin Elizabeth Jenkins in 1795. So this became a
second Haler/Jenkins family link-up in succeeding
generations. To complicate matters further there are two
‘candidate’ Rudgwick-born Elizabeth Jenkins but I believe
that Elizabeth was almost certainly the daughter of John
Jenkins (one of many John Jenkins, this one born 1742)
and Jane Butcher, who we have yet to meet in these
pages. The complications do not end there. Daniel Hayler
and Elizabeth were married on 26 July 1795 in Holy Trinity
church, Rudgwick. They had six known children. Daniel
Haylor (junior) was baptised in Rudgwick on 30 August
1795, that is, just after his parents’ wedding. Daniel
(junior) did not marry and became an agricultural labourer;
in 1851 he was living with a family of labourers in
Loxwood. He died in 1860.
Daughter Elizabeth Haylor was baptised on 10
September 1797; she married Stephen Fuller, of
Rudgwick on 24 May 1821 in Holy Trinity church. Stephen
was born in 1798; his parents were James and Elizabeth
Fuller. James Fuller, who died in 1816, had acquired a
parcel of land by copyhold from the lord of the manor in
1813, attached to the garden of the house he owned in
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Tisman’s Common. It seems certain that this is the house
now called The Old House. It was originally two attached
cottages, dating from the early 17th century, and was
enlarged early in the 19th century.

Ownership of the house passed to his eldest son
Stephen. Stephen was a farmer and a shopkeeper (the
shop may have operated from the extended house). In
the 1841 census they were said to be residing at ‘Fullers
[at the] Common’ (which is Tisman’s Common), certainly
the same house. At some point, part of this house (shown
in the 1851 census) became known as the ‘Pig House’
and part ‘at the Sign of the Pig’ and the lane on which it
stands ‘Pig Lane’ (the line of which originally passed to
what is now the rear of the Old House, and was realigned
to the present position in the 1850s). The Pig House (or
part of it) was then a beer house, as well, probably, as a
shop.
The origin of the name Pig Lane is unknown: one
possibility is that it became known after the coarse
earthenware drinking mugs known as ‘pigs’, which may
mean that the lane took its name from the beer house, not
the other way round. Alternatively, and more likely, as
Roger Nash has discovered, the road led to a number of
fields called ‘Peagle’, perhaps then corrupted to ‘Pig’. In
the tithe map schedule of 1844, Stephen is shown as the
owner occupier of the ‘Pig House’. By 1851 part of this
house (including the inn part) was occupied by his
daughter Maria and son-in-law Edward (see below), their
infant son George, one female servant and Edward’s
brother Job, an agricultural labourer; the other part was
occupied by Stephen’s widowed brother James Fuller and
his two grown children. But Stephen Fuller remained the
owner and then acquired from the Enclosure
Commissioners a parcel of former common land next to
the Pig House for £12.10s. at the time of the 1851 Act of
Inclosure {the enclosure was completed in 1854). On this
piece of land was built (or, probably, Stephen had built)
the inn known originally as ‘The Cricketers’ (now The
Mucky Duck). While retaining these interests in Rudgwick,
Stephen and Elizabeth had, however, moved to
Chiddingfold, Surrey, taking over a farm of 190 acres,
employing 6 labourers (1851 census); although by 1861,
when he was 63, they were farming just 70 acres,
employing one labourer and a boy; their son Stephen
(junior) was farming 150 acres close by in Chiddingfold.
Stephen and Elizabeth Fuller had six known children
between 1822 and 1836 all baptised in Rudgwick:
Elizabeth, 1822; Maria 1825; Stephen 1828; Michael
1831; Keziah 1833; and Emily 1836.
If we seem to be a long way away from the Jenkins family
we need to remember that these were the grandchildren
of Elizabeth Jenkins (b.1795) and great grandchildren of
Mary Jenkins (b.1733).

Doug Betts

Maria Fuller, born 1825, married Edward Longhurst in
1846. (This introduces another complication for the family
historian, for the name Longhurst became Songhurst from
time to time in the documents because of the close
similarity in Victorian handwriting between L and S;
Eventually Songhurst became the family norm). Edward
was a cordwainer (shoemaker) but better known as a
Rudgwick publican. They first ran (certainly by 1847), but
did not own, the beer house known in the 1851 census as
‘house at the Sign of the Pig’ (see earlier). They then ran
the pub next door, The Cricketers Inn, probably built in
1855 by Maria’s father.

photo © Simon Foster (Surplus Watch)

In 1861 they were living there with five children, a lodger
and a female servant and still there in 1871, with four of
the children, including George a grocer’s shopman: the
inn was also a shop. Edward died in 1880, buried in Holy
Trinity churchyard and Maria continued to run the pub,
with her youngest son Alfred and daughter Kate; in the
1881 census she is shown as a shop and inn keeper. By
1891 she was living with her son Alfred, now a butcher, in
South Street, Billingshurst. She died in 1895.
Of the other children Elizabeth Fuller, born 1822, also
has an important part to play in the Jenkins story. She
married James Wooberry on 19 August 1841 in St
Nicolas church, Cranleigh. James was the son of William
and Mary Wooberry, farmers in Rudgwick, and was born
in 1815. James and Elizabeth had 11 known children
between 1843 and 1862, two of whom died very young.
James was a farmer, farming 150 acres in Abinger,
Surrey (Smokejack Farm) in 1851 and 1861, 130 acres in
Chiddingfold in 1871, and 150 acres in Horsted Keynes,
Sussex in 1881. James died in 1886, aged 71. After his
death Elizabeth his wife and son George continued to
farm the Horsted Keynes land. Elizabeth died in 1892,
aged 69. All their children were born in Abinger and all are
Jenkins family descendants but of particular interest is the
daughter baptised Hannah in 1845. By the 1851 census
she had become known as Emma
Wooberry and remained so until
her marriage. In 1874 she
emigrated and married her cousin
Henry Jenkins junior in Montreal,
Canada, setting up the extensive
North American branch of the
Jenkins family (for the story of
Henry Jenkins junior and his rapid
emigration in 1872 see‘The
Jenkins Family in Rudgwick 3’ in
the Autumn 2019 Newsletter, on
the RPS website). As I have said
before this is a complicated story!
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We have come a long way forward with this story of
Jenkins descendents of Jesse 3 and Joan Napper
but now we will take a step back to the other
children of Jesse Jenkins 2 and Frances Symonds,
starting with Thomas Jenkins.
He was born in 1707 in Alfold, and married a very young
Jane Buck in Holy Trinity church, Rudgwick, on the 16
December 1737. Thomas was 30, Jane not quite 16,
daughter of Richard Buck and his wife Susan; both her
parents had died in her childhood. Thomas was a
blacksmith. In 1739, together with his brother Richard
(who we will meet later), he took a lease on land in Cox
Green, Surrey, just north of the Rudgwick border as it
was then, from Thomas Furlonger of Rudgwick,
husbandman. This was land known as Dukes and
‘Gingburies’ [various spellings]. The document also
shows that there were other lands involved, in Alfold,
Billingshurst, Slinfold and Rudgwick itself. Later, in
1743, Thomas is shown with his wife Jane (“daughter of
Richard Buck, deceased”) adding to this and sharing the
lease of part of the Dukes and ‘Gingberryes’ properties
with Richard Burchatt, a mercer. The property now
included “moiety [ie.half] of messuage [dwelling house
and other buildings], stable, garden, orchard and
woodhouse adjoining orchard called Dukes; south side
or gate to above premises; 2 closes of 6 acres called
Gingberryes, all in Ewhurst”. The messuage may not be
the same house (that is, Dukes) later occupied by Henry
Jenkins between 1843 and 1872, although Henry’s
house may have included parts of the earlier house.
Thomas and Jane were shown as ‘deforciants’, that is,
occupiers of land, in an accompanying document.
It is unclear the extent to which Thomas needed land
and buildings for his blacksmith business and whether or
not he was, with his brother Richard, also farming. The
Dukes land (north of Rudgwick church in Cox Green)
and the Gingberries land across the street opposite (a
modern house Gingerburys is now on part of the site),
were leased and bequeathed regularly through the
centuries: there are documents, wills, probates and
leases, from 1571, 1638, 1640, 1646, 1649, 1697, 1699,
1726, 1728, 1731, 1732, 1739, 1743, 1758, 1760, 1784,
1790, 1791, 1791, 1810 which all include or cover the
same properties. The documents of 1697 show that
Richard Buck of Rudgwick (either Jane’s father or her
grandfather - both named Richard), was also a
blacksmith with a lease on the same land; while a further
document in 1697 itemises a ‘smith’s shop’ as part of the
property, as does a document of 1732. It appears that
Thomas (and his wife) took over the lease once held by
Jane’s father (buried in Rudgwick in 1725) and/or her
grandfather (buried in Rudgwick in 1710).
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Thomas and Jane had three known children. Frances
and Jesse (4) were both born in Rudgwick, baptised in
Holy Trinity church on 12 November 1738 and 17
November 1741 respectively; George was born in Alfold
and baptised in St Nicholas church there on 8 April
1745. Jesse (4) died young and was buried in Alfold on
1 May 1749, aged 7. It seems probable that the family
may have moved from Rudgwick to Alfold (where
Thomas was born) some time before 1745. Thomas
would presumably have been a blacksmith there. A will
of 1753 of a Richard Chitty, yeoman, of Cranleigh, left a
house and barn, Balshams, in Alfold, to his wife. This
was said to be “late in the occupation of Thomas

Doug Betts

Jenkins”, but it is not known if this property included a
smithy.
The daughter Frances Jenkins (b.1738), however,
appears to have remained in Rudgwick, where she gave
birth to a ‘baseborn’ daughter Sarah Jenkins, in 1759. I
have found nothing further about Frances, but it seems
probable that she and her daughter stayed in Rudgwick,
as her daughter Sarah also had a child 'baseborn' called
Robert Braby Jenkins, baptised on 13 July 1777 in
Rudgwick; Sarah then married the father Robert Braby
in Rudgwick on 6 November 1777. Robert came from
Amberley, Sussex. They had six further children in
Amberley.
The second surviving child of Thomas and Jane Jenkins,
George Jenkins, married Ann Richardson in 1773.
According to the parish registers, they married twice!
The first on 13 April 1773 in Holy Trinity church
Rudgwick, the second on 2 May 1773 in St Peter & St
Paul church, Ewhurst. Part of the explanation may be
that they, or she, could have lived at that time just over
the parish boundary in Cox Green. This couple had
seven known children, all born in, or at least baptised in,
Rudgwick, between 1775 and 1792. The registers do not
say ‘from Ewhurst’ so it is probable that they were living
in Rudgwick throughout this time. Some of the children
did not remain in the village, so marriages and burials
are not always easy to be sure about. It is notable that in
the final two baptisms the family is said in the registers
to be ‘poor’. Both died in Rudgwick, George in 1815,
aged 70, Ann in 1829. Elizabeth Jenkins, their first
child (baptised on 10 November 1775) died in 1828,
unmarried, buried in Holy Trinity churchyard on 28
February. William Jenkins, baptised on 12 March 1778,
was buried on 15 March. Rebecca Jenkins, born 1779,
married Thomas Hersey in Rudgwick in 1803. They lived
in Rusper, Sussex and had nine known children
between 1804 and 1817. Rebecca died in 1837, aged
58. I have found nothing certain on Sarah Jenkins,
b.1785. Hannah Jenkins, born 1789, had a baseborn
child, also Sarah Jenkins, in 1808, baptised on 20
September in Rudgwick. Hannah then married George
Denyer in Rudgwick in 1811. They had eight known
children between 1812 and 1829, two born in Rudgwick
(Mary 1812, Ann 1817), one born in Billingshurst, and
five born in Kirdford. George, who had been born in
Kirdford, was a labourer and (in the 1851 census) a
gardener. Hannah died in 1856 and George in 1859.
Ann Jenkins, born 1792, married James Derbridge (or
Durbridge) in Rudgwick on 1 April 1812. I have been
unable to find any further information about Ann and
James.
Much more is known about Daniel Jenkins, b.1781, as
he remained in Rudgwick throughout his life. He married
Elizabeth Tidy in Ewhurst in 1808 and they had one
child, James Jenkins, born in Rudgwick 1812, before
Elizabeth died in 1814, aged 23. Daniel remarried a
widow, Sarah Francis (née Stanford) in Rudgwick in
April 1824. She was 42, having had three children with
her former husband James Francis (one had died), and
was pregnant at the time of the second marriage; a
daughter Maria Jenkins was born in July 1824. Daniel
was an agricultural labourer and he and Sarah lived at
Mill Hill, Bucks Green in 1841 and at Hedgecocks,
Drungewick Lane, Rudgwick in 1851 and 1861; during
these years Sarah’s son George Francis (b.1818), also a
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farm labourer, lived with them, (George married late; in
1871 he was aged 50, with his 29-year-old wife and
four children). Daniel Jenkins died in 1862, aged 81.
Sarah died in 1866, aged 83. Their daughter Maria lived
to the age of 91, dying in Chiddingfold in 1915. She had
been married twice, her husbands (a bricklayer and a
carpenter) dying in 1875 and 1891; there were no
children. The son of Daniel and Elizabeth Tidy, James
Jenkins, appears on two censuses in London (showing
him born in Rudgwick), where he was a carman in 1851
and a horse keeper in 1861.
Returning to Thomas Jenkins and Jane Buck, the
ancestors of this line of the Jenkins family, I have not
been able to find their death dates with any certainty.
Jane Jenkins, does, however, appear in the Rudgwick
parish register, on 8 February 1759. On this date a
baseborn child, Rachael Jenkins, was baptised, the
mother Jane Jenkins, widow. I have not discovered

[part 6] (contd.)
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another Jane married to a male member of the Jenkins
family in this period and conclude that this is almost
certainly the same person. If so, then Thomas had died
before the age of 52. Jane would have been 37. The
father of Rachael is unknown. The only Rachael
Jenkins of the right age found in the on-line marriage
registers married John Hoad in St John the Evangelist
church, Wootton, Surrey, on 20 February 1780, when
she would have been 21. They lived in Okewood Hill,
Surrey, where they had six known children.
A possible date for Jane (Buck) Jenkins’s death is
1795, when a Jane Jenkins was buried in Bramley,
Surrey, on 19 April.
In the next issue of the Review I will continue the
story of the brothers and sister of Thomas Jenkins:
Frances, George and, chiefly, Richard Jenkins and
his family.

Old Rudgwick in photos
When winter was
winter!
Postcard (c.190812), top of
Church Hill,
showing
Cowdery’s shop
and the King’s
Head sign

Church Hill, King’s Head and Woes
1948
© Simon Foster (Surplus Watch)

The ‘Home Guard’ hut, erected
1952, predecessor of the village
hall, Bucks Green, (more on this in
the next issue)

Rudgwick
Station
1949
© Malcolm
Francis
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Rudgwick Preservation Society Walks Programme Summer 2021

From May 2019 - looking forward to seeing everyone again in 2021!

Geoff Ayres

©Doug Betts

Last year we had to cancel the entire programme because of Covid restrictions. At the time of writing,
the government are expecting to allow up to 30 of us to be able to walk together from a date no earlier
than the 17th of May: so, this is the suggested programme for this year. Also, the pubs may be open,
even for indoor seating. This is by no means a solid commitment, it could all change, so please check
our website before each walk. If more than 30 turn up, we will try to split into two groups if possible.
Few of us have yet booked summer holidays, so some of the leaders shown may change. We have
never encountered a situation like this before, let’s hope for the best! All walks are on Tuesday
evenings, and are open to all. Most start at 7-00pm, but the last two at 6-30pm.
Sunsets: May 18th 20.51; June 22nd 21.22; Aug 10th 20.35; Aug 17th 20.22.
Tuesday

Leader(s)

Starting at

Grid Ref TQ-

May 18th

Roger Nash

The Mucky Duck (Tismans Common)

067323

May 25th

Clive & Nicky Bush

The Red Lyon (Slinfold)

118315

June 1st

Steve Kenward

The King’s Head to Bury St. Austen

090343

June 8th

Cliff Walton

The Scarlett Arms (Walliswood)

118382

June 15th

John Connold

The Sussex Oak (Warnham)

158337

June 22nd

Malcolm Francis

The King’s Head to Baynards Station

090343

June 29th

Geoff & Jean Ayres

The Chequers (Rowhook)

122342

July 6th

Alan Miles

The Inn on the Green (Ockley)

147402

July 13th

Roger Nash

The Red Lyon (Slinfold)

118315

July 20th

Geoff & Jean Ayres

The Blue Ship (The Haven)

084305

July 27th

John Connold

Whitehall lay-by (Cranleigh)

078380

Aug 3rd

Geoff & Jean Ayres

Pephurst lay-by (Loxwood Road)

056318

Aug 10th 6.30

Cliff Walton

The Punchbowl (Okewood Hill)

134375

Aug 17th 6.30

Roger Nash

The Onslow Arms (Loxwood)

042312

Please park considerately. At The Blue Ship & The Mucky Duck, park in the lane beyond the pub. At The King’s Head use
the far end of the car park. The Whitehall lay-by is at the bottom of the dip before Cranleigh, on the east side of the B2128.
At the Onslow Arms, park in the canal car park behind the pub. At The Chequers use the CP up the lane, not at the front.

Rudgwick Preservation Society
www.rudgwick-rps.org.uk
Chairman & Membership Secretary: Roger Nash Tel: 01403 822 581
Secretary: Doug Betts Tel: 01403 822 649
Treasurer: John Newell Tel: 01403 822 130
Subscriptions: Please pay by Standing Order, subscriptions due 1st January. Cash accepted in advance at
Autumn Meeting, or at the latest Spring Meeting. Membership automatically lapses after 2 years. Family £5,
Individual £3, Over 60s £2. By Post: Membership Secretary,Weyhurst Copse, Tisman’s Common,RH12 3BJ.
New members: please enquire via website
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